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Details of Visit:

Author: Gay icon
Location 2: Kingsway and Whitefield
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: september 13 early pm
Duration of Visit: 60 min approx
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Katrece
Website: http://www.katrece.com
Phone: 07708310101

The Premises:

Well reported professionally run on an industrial scale. Clean and inviting I find.Very outgoing
friendly reception staff.

The Lady:

Late 30s/attractive exotic looks/long slender legs/good sized reasonably firm tits/firm round
bum/black hair/nice skin/Figure is very good for her age.

The Story:

I didn?t have to wait around for very long an instant bonus.Liked Patrice a lot, a very refined lady
easy going attentive professionally friendly and definitely willingly hungry. She helped me finish
drying off we skipped the niceties due to a major erection hoving into view while she towelled me
Patrice was quickly nekkid and what a sight it is, slim slender she looks very inviting especially
those slender long legs borrowed from someone much younger. There is a lot going for her, she
has such a polite charming nature I could imagine her as a secretary or similar. I faced the front to
let her get going, hands rubbing lightly on my back then as requested really squeezing my bum and
opening my legs to get a handful of the onion bag Felt her hair land on my bum then her lips began
kissing all around my moonscape, delicious I sucked hard on her nipples for a bit then panned down
to her pussy opening her legs, plating her until she was fully wet. No pressure on time plenty of
scope to really explore each other. I suggested she sit on my face to which she readily agreed
sinking herself down slowly onto my I expect smiling face. Watching firm thighs and a firm bum
encasing a wet pussy descending towards me is very exciting.. Up at her her end the sensations
were flowing thick and fast she kept a a grip of me squeezing upwards while keeping her lips tight
around me, a very good performance. Don?t know how long we were feeding on each other time
slipped away she was very attentive and liked the sensations she was on the end of. I couldn?t let
her get away without a fuck, slipped a rubber with Patrice slipping onto me for a quick but intense
ride, during which she leant forward to give me a full open mouth kiss which I wondered if this was
going to happen. Moved around to have a hard go in the mish and back to her on top. IN the cockpit
the lady went for it the final kiss with Patrice pressed down hard onto me was really beyond the
passion you?d expect for a hundred quid, we were both carried away. Patrice opened my legs got
down between them more excellent head and licked at my balls eventually accepting my gunk
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hosed into her mouth. Stayed in position as my orgasm lasted tickling with the tip of her tongue,
also ensuring the last drop was removed. Laid back and let Patrice do all the work once I was ready
again found myself on the receiving end of another excellent head count her warm tongue darting
all over the show. Extremely pleasurable hours pampering.  
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